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Accompanying the petition of John Calder Gordon that Congress be
memorialized to take the steps necessary to admit the United States
into participation in a world association of nations. Constitutional
Law. January 15.

RESOLUTIONS

Requesting Congress to take Steps to bring the United
States into Co-operation and Participation in a World
Associations of Nations.

PREAMBLE.

1 The consensus of opinion among the people of this
2 commonwealth in relation to international affairs, after
3 the most terrific conflict in all history, costing millions
4 of lives, causing incalculable hatred, and piling up a
5 debt of fifty dollars for every minute of t; me since the
6 Savior came to earth, is that there must be some im-
-7 mediate effective remedy. The peoples of the world
8 have apparently learned nothing, and have forgotten
9 nothing, and are again playing the old game of competi-

-10 tive imperialism and competitive armament.
11 It cannot be conceived that the people of the common-
-12 wealth of Massachusetts are indifferent to a solution of
13 these all important international problems, and it is
14 imperative that the entire citizenry of this common-
-15 wealth immediately take an active, consistent and aggres-
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16 sive stand in these alarming premises of life and death,
17 which, beyond question, menace the civilization of the
18 world, unless there is some succinct and intelligent
19 action taken. In default of such action, they must
20 merit the contempt of men,
21 Whereas, There has not
22 association of nations so

and the judgment of God.
been established a world
definitely and persistently
party during the last presi-23 promised by the republican

24 dential campaign, and approved by the people of the
25 United States in the great mandate of the most popular
26 election ever given an American president.
27 Whereas, The so-called world association of nations
28 which still holds record on the federal statute books, and
29 in the archives of the foreign governments is futile and
80 void, because two of the four nations in that compact
31 France and Italy have failed to ratify, thus makin
32 void the whole instrument.
33 Whereas, The citizenry of the commonwealth of
34 Massachusetts are unanimously unified in a consistent
35 desire for active co-operation of the United States in
36 the existent League of Nations, which now includes
37 fifty-two governments.
38 Resolved, By the legislature of the state of Massa-
-39 chusetts, both houses concurring, that we favor entering
40 into the existing League of Nations as soon as practicable.
41 We believe that it is imperative to participate in such a
42 league in behalf of the liberty, progress, and orderly
43 development of the world.
44 Resolved, That certified copies of these resolutions be
45 transmitted by the secretary of the commonwealth to
46 the president of the United States and to the presiding
47 officers of both branches of congress and to each of the
48 United States senators and representatives of Massa-
-49 chusetts.


